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Pam has a pet pig. 

It is a fat pig. 

Pam's pig is in its pen. 

Deb has a red hen. 

Dad put Deb's hen in a big red net. 

Bob has a pup. 

Can Deb pet Bob's pup? 
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Pat's pet fell in a pit. 

Jack has a pet duck. 

The duck fell in the pit. 

Jeff has a pet dog. 

The dog fell in the pit. 

The pit is big and full of pets. 

The pets got wet. 
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The sun is hot. 


Dan can get a tan in the sun. 


Mom fed Bess an egg. 


The egg got hot in the sun. 


Meg put the egg in the pot. 


The pot got hot. 


Can Ted sell an egg? 
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Ted and Jeff sat on a keg. 


Rex sat on the deck. 


Meg led Peg up the deck. 


Ned's cat fell off the deck. 


Jack got the cat back. 


The cat was wet. 


The deck was a mess. 
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Ben can run and hop. 


A fox can run, hop, and dig. 


Jack hid his pet duck in his bed. 


His bed got wet. 


A wet bed is a mess. 


Can Jack mop up his bed? 


Can Jack mop up the mess? 
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A fox can rob a pen. 


The fox can hop and run. 


Ted put the fox in a box. 


80b put the pot in the pit. 


Jack can tuck the duck in bed. 


Meg sat in the sun and had 

an egg. 

The pup ran in the sun and 
had fun. 
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Mom and Dad sat on the deck and 
got tan in the sun. 

Mom and Dad quit the deck at six 
and met Gus at the bus. 

Jim is a big kid and can bat well. 

Will Jim win at bat? 

Jill will tell him yes. 

Jim will hug Jill. 
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Jack's dog fell in the tub and 
got wet. 

Phil's pet duck got sick and Phil 
did fill his bill with a pill. 

Will Phil's duck get well with 
the pill? 

The duck got well and ran on 
top of Phil's bed. 

The duck can quack, quack, 
quack. 
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Meg will tell Bess the deck 
IS a mess. 

Did Tex get wet? 
\ 

Tell Bess yes. 


Can a hen get wet in a pen? 


The pen is full of mud. 


Can a hen hop in the mud? 
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The bug dug in the mud. 


The hog fell off the log. 


Jack and Jill ran up the hill. 


If Rick is sick, can Kim tell Tim? 


Kim did tell Tim, and Tim ran 

back. 

Tim sat with Rick, and Rick 
got well. 
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Liz had a quiz and did well. 

Sid's pup sat on the quiz and 
got it wet. 

Bud let his cat sit on his quiz. 

Dad has a lap-top. 

Dan quit his job at six. 

Dad and Dan had a Big Mac. 
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Ron kisses his Mom. 


Val hugs Dad and has fun 

with the pup. 

The pup ran with Dad and Val. 

Can Jack pull a big log up 
the hill? 

Jim is a big kid and has vim. 

Rick and Dick hid the mop 
in the box. 
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